Despite the importance of segmentation to a variety of software applications, almost nothing is known about the characteristics or distribution of ambiguous partitions (eg. to Pend vs. top_end) in Thai text. By using special-purpose code to investigate a large (-400K word) text corpus, we were able to extract 36,267 such sequences, involving 9,253 distinct examples. Of these, a little more than two-fifths involved genuinely ambiguous partitions. We classify partitioning problems into distinct categories, report on many of their statistical and lexical characteristics, and describe heuristics for choosing the correct partition that do not depend on the availability of a large segmented corpus.
Introduction
Thai writing does not use spaces to segment text into words. While open text contains many obvious separation points (bigdog vs. big dog), and a smaller group of questionable bind points that are usually permissible either way (toolbox vs. toolbox), there is inevitably a residue of ambiguous partition points (to_pend vs. top_end) for which computer segmentation is essentially random. This causes difficulty for many software applications: line-breaking, spell-checking, machine-assisted translation, text-to-speech, optical character recognition, full-text indexing, corpus-based dictionaries, etc.
Yet despite the importance of segmentation, little is known about the characteristics of ambiguous partitions in Thai, or its orthographic cousins Khmer, Lao, and Burmese. Work has been slow and progress poor due to a lack of formal, concrete analysis. We know the problem's gross characteristics, and the general direction of solutions, but there are few theories to guide the way or allow comparison of research results. This paper describes experiments carried out on a 2 megabyte (roughly 400,000 word) Thai corpus. We collected nearly ten thousand distinct alternative segmentations of at least two words in length. Of these, a little more than two-fifths involved genuinely ambiguous partitions. We classify partitioning problems into distinct categories, report on statistical and lexical characteristics of ambiguous partitions, and describe heuristics for disambiguating that do not depend on the availability of a large segmented corpus.
Our results make several contributions to understanding Thai text segmentation. First, we categorize breakpoints in a way that distinguishes between choices that are and are not semantically significant, and show how to collect them automatically and consistently. Second, we find that ambiguous instances are fairly rare (roughly 5% of word break opportunities), and have a pronounced Zipfian distribution -a relatively small number of circumstances produce a great deal of ambiguity; and show ways of collecting low-frequency items that exhibit the same behavior. Third, we find that contrary to the canonical examples, resolving ambiguity does not usually depend on knowing or understanding the context it occurs in. Finally, we suggest new methods -stop nodes, go collocates, and analysis of hidden 'swing strings' -to aid in automated disambiguation.
Prior Work
There is extensive literature on text segmentation for Asian languages; those for Chinese are typical (Wu 1993 , Chiang 1992 , Chang 1993 . Approaches to segmenting Thai text are surveyed in (Vonvgipanond 1993 , Sornlertlamvanich 1993 , Wuwongse 1993 . In general, dictionary-based maximal matching is followed; the segmentation that contains the fewest words is selected as correct. See (Haas 1942 , 1946 , 1964 , Noss 1964 , Luksaneeyanawin 1984 , Vongvipanond 1992 for discussion of underlying linguistic issues.
While Chinese and other languages continue to make incremental improvements (eg. Maosong 1995), the literature on more advanced approaches in segmenting Thai is nearly non-existent; a notable exception describes a Viterbi-based approach to using statistical information derived from grammatical tags (Pornprasertsakun 1994), but even with restricted input grammar, results were poor. More recently (Kawtrakul 1995 (Kawtrakul , 1996 combines various statistical and grammar-based methods; these tend to depend on a training corpus, and report testing only on a relatively small (-200 sentences) dataset.
Aside from frequent citation of canonical examples of ambiguous partitions, we could find no English or Thai-language literature that specifically addressed the partitioning problem, or attempted to classify different kinds of ambiguity in any way. Moreover, the large text corpora needed for more sophisticated approaches to the problem are not available; even the text corpus we used is relatively small, and contains a considerable amount of highly specialized text (eg. government documents, textbooks).
Methodology
Our 2 megabyte test sample consisted of 42 selections of hand-segmented, grammatically tagged Thai text (LINKS). The original text was split into some 415,844 words over 53,242 lines, leaving 362,602 potential error points. We removed spaces and tags, then replaced English text, numbers, and punctuation (unambiguous breakpoints) with newlines. A dictionary-based method resegmented the text, generating all possible parse trees in the process. We intentionally used a very large word list -over 70,000 entries, including all words from the text sample -to maximize opportunities for ambiguous partitions, and to ensure that every sentence would be segmentable.
Finally, special-purpose software selected outcomes that involved alternative partitions at least two words long. Given the string topend, we would select top end / to_pend as an ambiguous partition. However, given toolbox, we would not choose toolbox / toolbox as alternatives. With a few notable exceptions cos nam dii = good water vs. lig ndrndii = bile), these are not open to ambiguous interpretation unless the context is at least three words long (which gives the central word the opportunity of binding either left, right, or not at all). Moreover, the exocentric exceptions should be found in any ordinary dictionary, while very, very large numbers of unambiguous compounds are an inescapable artifact of any large corpus-based word list. This procedure described above produced some 36,267 candidate sequences, of which 9,253 were distinct (available on-line, along with most of the derived data dis- cussed here, at the Southeast Asian Language Data Archives, http://seasrc.th. net/sealda). We investigated three groups in detail: the most frequent 5%, 5% selected at random from the remainder, and 5% taken at random from single-appearance entries.
Categorizing Segmentation Decisions
Our first concern was to distinguish between segmentation points that affected subsequent applications of the text, and those that did not. We derived two basic classes from the data: partitions that did affect sentence semantics, and binds, which did not. Alternative partitions involve two distinct sequences of words or compounds. They fall into two roughly equal classes: lexical partitions involving isolated letters, and contextual partitions involving full words or affixes. Excepting intentional pun-like constructions, proper partitions (in context) can always be chosen correctly and consistently. Binds, in contrast, tend to involve alternative ways of considering serial constructions. While the meaning of binds is not ambiguous, it is difficult to label segmentation decisions as correct or not because the alternatives do not affect semantics.
Our basic test for class membership was whether inserting a newline affected local semantics. We intentionally ignored a transitional class of contextually ambiguous binds, in which an affix binds to its neighbor, but still permits a newline to be inserted. We ignore these in the present analysis because they are essentially 'phantom' segmentations whose existence depends on the needs of subsequent applications. In summary:
-Lexically ambiguous partitions break on sub-word boundaries, and yield alternative sequences of entirely different words. 111 Idea = A111111113 I T111 UJIW) eat+go+already = ate it all up I ate, and then left Assigning terms to specific categories was not overly difficult. Only three of the lexically ambiguous terms were not easily classed; ie. it was not obvious whether a term was a new word or an exocentric compound. In 36 cases that appeared to be contextually ambiguous, it was not entirely clear whether a phrase involved true contextual ambiguity or merely two-way binding. Nevertheless, in almost all cases it is possible to avoid inserting a space or line-break incorrectly. These are somewhat subtle points, eg: 1114f111 fitlill means the way of doing + education, while 1114 1111M1111 means the way + of educating; the latter alternative is more generally correct in writing.
Discussion
Distribution The 36,267 candidate sequences demonstrated a strongly Zipfian distribution: 85 distinct forms (<1%) accounted for 25% of the candidates, 50% of the appearances were accounted for by just under 5% of the distinct forms, and well over half of the distinct forms appeared just once each. Actual counts of the partition types are summarized in table 2; figure 3 gives an idea of the implications of the numbers.
Situations in which incorrect partitioning changed the meaning of the sentence were far less common than generally thought. Estimates based on the percentage of forms in the three groups we investigated in detail, and on projection of the actual counts of the most frequent forms, both indicate that lexically and contextually ambiguous partitions probably account for about 5% (± 2.5%) of the total space insertions.
The small number of truly ambiguous partitions indicates that performance of segmentation algorithms must be measured in isolation, focusing specifically on their ability to resolve semantically significant partitions. Minor differences in counting even insig- 1 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 4000 4400 4800 5200 5600 6000 6400 6800 7200 7600 8000 8400 8800 9200
Figure 3 A relatively small number of distinct candidates account for a large number of potentially ambiguous partitions. The most frequent candidate appears 365 times; the top 452 account for half of the total in the text, and about 5,500 appear just once. This strongly Zipfian distribution implies that while it is impossible to anticipate all ambiguous partitions, dealing with the most common is a worthwhile investment of time. nificant one-way binds can overwhelm count statistics; a major improvement in dealing with true ambiguity may be masked by trivial differences in reporting methods. See (Sproat 1994 , Wu 1994 , Cooper 1996 for more on the reporting problem. Their distribution also implies that, contrary to the usual analytical and statistical approaches, brute-force methods can give good results. In this case, Zipf s law makes statistics work for us: dealing with a fraction of forms solves a majority of potential errors. Moreover, given the lack of context dependency (see below) required for disambiguation, we are able to gather precisely the data we need -ambiguous partitions -from unsegmented text, and need not depend on segmented corpora.
One cautionary note involves the very large dictionary we used to spot potential ambiguity. While detection of lexically ambiguous partitions does not appear to be significantly affected by the addition of lexical phrases and compounds to the segmentation word list, arguments can be made that contextually ambiguous partitions are both overand under-reported; we continue to investigate.
Context Dependency in Disambiguation Our next concern was finding the degree to which correct resolution of ambiguous partitions depends on context. If recognizing the right partition is not context sensitive, then a) partitions can be decided wholesale, and b) correct outcomes can be saved for future reuse.
In general, this was the case. As noted above, we examined some 15% of the sample term-by-term. Of 323 lexically ambiguous partitions, all could be disambiguated correctly without reference to the surrounding text; in 9 cases neither alternative was right.
Of the contextually ambiguous partitions, less than 20% (51 items) could not be disambiguated in isolation. Frequently, one phrase appeared in various combinations; eg. Table 4 L(exical) and C(contextual) ambiguity. Assignment of categories posed little difficulty, and the correct partition could almost always be selected without reference to the underlying text. Despite their frequency, not all of these examples are common in ordinary text; the first three terms (service, training, conducting) obviously reflect specialized subject matter.
ii+iN with various affixes. It is possible the most likely partition actually occurs in all cases; but we did not cross-check the original text in this study. It is also worth noting that contextually ambiguous partitions are less critical for some common segmenting applications (eg. text-to-speech, indexing) in which a word-by-word split is satisfactory.
Maximal Matching This strategy is based on the premise that the segmentation that produces the fewest words is probably correct. In our three test sets, maximal matching was always correct when it could be applied; ie. when the alternatives had different numbers of words (see table 5 ). This was generally the case with lexically ambiguous partitions (about 90% were asymmetrical), but far less so with contextually ambiguous partitions (just over half were asymmetrical). Intuitively, this makes sense, because contextually ambiguous partitions frequently involve the left-right binding of a single word; hence, both sides have the same number of words.
Stop Nodes and Go Collocates We hypothesized that we would find a class of words that appeared frequently within trial segmentations, but would never (or almost never) be correct. This is based on an analysis of letters and words whose orthographic characteristics make them exceptionally prone to causing ambiguous partitions. For example, n, the third most frequent consonant in typical Thai text, is by far the most common first letter in dictionary entries (partly because it is one of the few letters that start consonant clusters). Because it is one of eight 'regular' final consonants, it is a common final letter. A typical dictionary word list (18,151 entries) contained 2,064 words beginning with fl (11.4%) and 1,194 words ending with fl (6.6%).
Thus, words that end or begin with fl have a high affinity for joining their neighbors to produce lexically ambiguous partitions (eg. in symmetrical examples of types 1 and 2 below, we found 70 different forms accounting for 453 actual entries). For example, the first case below involves only common words; the second and third rely on words Om and nn) that are progressively less so -in fact, they never occur in the text at all. By comparing the 7,420 distinct words that appeared among all trial partitions to the actual hand-segmented word list, we were able to identify a set of stop nodes that invariably flagged the wrong partition for our data set. Figure 6 shows the most frequent of the 2,383 terms that did appear within trial partitions, but which were never found in the original text. Overall, these terms fell into three classes: Table 5 Maximal matching can only be applied if the trial partitions are asymmetrical. In the sample we inspected term-by-term, it always worked when applicable. However, nearly half of the contextually ambiguous partitions could not be dealt with this way, and a clear majority of potential partitions in the actual text were symmetrical as well. We suspect that to some extent, this may be an artifact of the very large dictionary we used to generate candidates.
-Artifacts and combining forms. These terms are in the dictionary, but essentially never appear as standalone words, eg. Ill is defined as 'King' but is invariably used to mean 'royal' in combining forms.
-Obsolete and learned words. Often seldom-used historical terms, eg. 64, 'prince.'
-Ordinary words. Everyday words that simply happened to be absent from our sample, eg. 41, 'tusk.'
The first and second groups suggest a new approach to building dictionaries for segmentation: mark such words as 'present,' but do not allow them to be produced as the result of ambiguous partitions. In other words, allow the terms to be recognized as actual words, which of course they are, but reject them whenever they appear as one alternative of an ambiguous partition: they are stop nodes, not stop words.
The third group holds great interest for further work, because we anticipate that any calculated frequency statistics will tend to exclude them, even if they are correct. Table  7 shows a sample of such words that do actually appear in the text sample.
In forthcoming work, we test our ability to spot correct appearances of these low frequency terms by a forced training technique that relies on collocates found in dictionary entries. This approach relies on the fact that in Thai, many words have collocates that are predictable, even though finding them in open text may require a prohibitively large segmented corpus. For nouns, these include classifiers, for verbs, these include prepositions, completative verbs (eg. you look and see), and other secondary verbs, and for adjectives, these include restricted modifiers and intensifiers. We treat these terms as 'go collocates' -neighbors that indicate a low-probability word is likely to be correct. Table 6 Frequent trial partitions that do not appear in the text, by total (left) and by number of forms (right). Many, NA not all, of these terms always mark an incorrect partition. They can be thought of as stop nodes that can be listed in the dictionary as 'present,' but should not be chosen when they appear as one alternative of an ambiguous partition.
Hidden Terms One of the more powerful tools in our arsenal is the ability to focus attention on the ambiguous partitions that appear most frequently. We considered the possibility that some common contextually ambiguous partitions might be 'hidden' by being embedded within longer strings. As a result, they might not be noticed as being exceptionally frequent, or general rules for resolving them might not be applied.
For example, 41, which means know or remember as a standalone term, appears in every possible alternative: it may be prefixed or suffixed, show up in endocentric or exocentric compounds, or simply appear coincidentally in the middle of another word. We found candidates in this class by writing code that selected only symmetric patterns of the following form, restricting the interior string to 2-15 characters: stringl+string2 string3 stringl string2+string3
Our data set contained a total of 4,806 patterns of this form, representing 21,833 actual entries. The central 'swing string' consisted of 807 distinct terms; of these, 707 were ordinary words, 94 were compounds that did not appear in a basic dictionary word list, 4 were transcribed foreign words, and 2 were fragments.
We are interested in symmetric partitions because they contain the difficult cases that cannot be resolved by maximal matching. As shown in table 8, those terms that appear in the largest number of forms are dominated by grammatical affixes; primarily nominalizers nm) and auxiliary verbs elm, in). Ordering by actual counts (of the full phrases, not just the swing strings) introduces terms that are more text-dependent, or which are essentially artifacts of the large dictionary we used for partitioning.
Our analysis of this data is still underway. Nevertheless, we can see in Table 7 Relatively rare words that are common as trial partitions. We think that it is very likely that they have predictable collocates (classifiers, auxiliary verbs) that can be found in dictionary entries, and hence do not require large text corpora.
-the intersection of two or more of the high-frequency terms in a single phrase, for example, nliu, 41, and 1 §1.1. In effect, all the potential alignments of bindings seem to occur -the 22 examples consist of only 25 words. While all of these terms have very high individual and collocational frequencies, we would argue that some of the lexical phrases are more tightly bound than 'others. In future work, we investigate whether we can define transitive orderings that can be applied to novel circumstances. For example, we list these in order of increasing likelihood:
41 -4 i1ViEf1 --+ )1R) -3 innu ditOu 1hti1
Conclusions and Further Work
In recent years work on segmentation for Thai has focused on analytical methods involving statistical and grammatical analysis of large, segmented text corpora. But while this may hold promise for the long run, at present we have neither the text corpus, nor the grammatical understanding of Thai, nor sufficient understanding of the segmentation problem itself to make objectively measureable progress. The analysis presented here argues that segmentation has distinct and separable aspects, and that both performance and our ability to measure performance can be improved by focusing on specific aspects of the problem. In particular, we find that ambiguous partitions -which we feel are the most critical, because they affect the text's meaning -can be isolated and attacked independently, using methods that do not depend on having large text corpora at our disposal. This paper has been primarily descriptive. We look forward to working with different dictionaries and texts to test both our analysis, and the new methods we propose. Table 9 Extracting and ordering the hidden 'swing strings' is invaluable for understanding low-probability cases that have similar characteristics, but are not identical. For example, ihan is always the correct partition; it appears in five different forms. Note that all of these are symmetrical, so maximal matching cannot be applied.
